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Posted on August 23, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

Five years or so ago, when I was teaching at the University of Dayton, a colleague in the 

Religious Studies Department asked me to compose an essay on the Orthodox Church to be 

included in an introduction to religion textbook which was to be entitled World Religions in 

Dialogue .   The project eventually was abandoned, and my essay on Eastern Orthodoxy was 

returned to me to do with as I wished.   I’ve decided to convert it into a blog series, and publish it 

as such.   It was intended to be a general introduction to the Orthodox Christian faith in a book 

that had an ecumenical bent to it.   This is my original draft as the project never got to the stage 

of editing or asking me to rewrite text. 

 

Map of Israel 1000BC 

History – Beginnings 

            The Middle East has through history been a crossroads for many varied cultures and 

kingdoms.   It has been the grounds for much cross pollination of thought and belief.  Two 

thousand years ago a new religious movement began in the Middle East which fertilized by a 

cross pollination of culture and language blossomed into one of the world’s major religions.   

This nascent movement came to be known in history as Christianity.    This new religion began 

as a movement within Judaism itself but quickly jumped cultures and rapidly evolved and 

adapted to a Greek milieu which surrounded the Judaism of Palestine. 

            Judaism of two thousand years ago was itself in the process of change.  The religion which 

was centered in and identified with the Temple in Jerusalem and with the written Torah, had 

itself been adapting the culture changes brought about by the changing fortunes of history and 

kingdoms.   Judaism had a long standing relationship with the cultures and religions of the 

Syrians, Babylonians, Persians and Egyptians.   But all of these lands had come under the 

influence of the Greeks as Alexander the Great (4th Century BCE) conquered all of these 

territories in rapid succession causing a Greek cultural influence to be spread throughout the 

region.   Not all forms of Judaism resisted the influx of Greek culture to the same extent, though 
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religiously some of Judaism tried to limit the effects of Greek thinking on its own practices.  

However, in the centuries following the invasion of Alexander the Great, the Jews themselves 

translated their scriptures, the Tanakh, into the Greek language giving the world the Septuagint 

and an international access to the wisdom, beliefs and revelation of Judaism.    The Septuagint  

became accepted by Jews as an authoritative version of their own scriptures for Jews as well as 

for Gentiles.   It’s appearance on the world scene occurred as Judaism was beginning to expand 

beyond Jerusalem and Palestine through the rabbinic synagogues which made Judaism 

accessible where ever Jews settled.   Coupled with the Greek language Septuagint which opened 

its faith to the world, Judaism was beginning to be a world religion, not limited by geography, 

language or ethnicity.     The prophets of Israel and the Messianic form of Judaism furthered the 

notion that Judaism had a message for the world. 

 

Orthodoxy in the World: Beginnings 

Posted on August 24, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 2nd blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog isOrthodoxy 

in the World and Light to the World.  

 

1st Century Christian Congregations 

           It was in this time period of pressure to change in 1st Century Palestine that Jesus himself 

was born, grew up and gathered a group of followers, his disciples, who believed him to be the 

promised messiah of Israel.   They  began spreading their message to the world.   And they  

naturally used the means already existing in Judaism for spreading the faith – the synagogue 

system which focused on a study of the written word of God and the revelation of God they 

believed it contained, and the Septuagint, using the Greek language to make the new Christian 

teachings accessible to the entire culture surrounding Judaism.   
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            And Christianity did rapidly spread among Greek speaking people throughout the Roman 

Empire.   The Christians composed some of their own writings as well, letters of the new 

movements leaders and also a new genre of literature known as the Gospel, all written in Greek, 

the unofficial language of the nascent Christian movement.   In fact that part of the Christian 

scriptures which is unique to Christianity was all originally written in Greek, and only later 

translated into Latin.   Historical and archeological findings and documents show that from the 

beginning of Christianity well into the 5th Century, the vast majority of Christians were Greek 

speaking, even as the faith spread throughout the Roman Empire and into territories beyond the 

Empire.  

 

3rd Century Distribution of Christianity 

 And as the Christian movement became more established it became increasingly comfortable 

with the Greek language and also with Greek religious and philosophical concepts and 

perspectives.  It was in this world that many of the early Christian theological concepts were 

conceived and accepted as true expressions of the faith.   Of course these concepts were debated 

and in the Eastern part of the Roman Empire they were given further cross pollination as a 

mixture of Greek, Syriac and Coptic forms of Christianity wrestled with terminology that might 

best express the faith. 

            The rapidly growing Christian movement also found itself in a hostile world.  It’s claims 

and teachings pitted it against some forms of traditional Judaism.  Christianity was definitely a 

messianic sect, whereas some forms of Judaism were not messianic.  Christianity was not based 

in or dependent on the temple in Jerusalem – a temple which King Herod had built just prior to 

Jesus’s own birth and this temple had given rise to a new Jewish nationalism and pride which 

then fed messianism.   Christianity also came to believe that not only was Jesus’ interpretation 
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of the Torah the correct understanding of God’s Teachings, but that Jesus himself was more 

important than the Torah, an idea that was repugnant to many Jews for whom the Torah was 

more important than the Temple.    The Christians found themselves unwanted in Jerusalem 

and often expelled from the Jewish synagogues which were spread throughout the 

Mediterranean region.  

Orthodoxy in the World: The Roman Empire 

Posted on August 25, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 2nd blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog isOrthodoxy 

in the World & Light to the World.  The previous blog is Orthodoxy in the World:  Beginnings. 

 

Hades 

            The Christians were also much more active proselytizers than most other Jews who often 

saw their inclusion in the people of God as a birthright.  But the Christian penchant for 

converting others to the faith soon brought them into conflict with the religious mores of the 

polytheistic and pagan Roman Empire.  The Empire with its diverse religions and philosophies 

needed tolerance among religions for there to be peace within the Empire.  But the Christians 

were fiercely  monotheistic as the Jews had been, but unlike the Jews were also aggressive 

proselytizers.   As Christian populations grew they began to draw the attention of others because 

they had an economic impact on localities, refusing to participate in local religious festivals.  The 

Roman government attempted to  force the Christians to be more like all of the other religions of 

the Empire, and tried both persuasion and persecution to stop the growing movement or to get 

it to recognize the equality of all gods and religions. But the Christians proved to be recalcitrant 

and steadfastly held to their beliefs.   Despite official imperial persecution of the religion, 

Christianity continued to grow and spread. 

            It was at this time that another historical development would take place which would 

change Christianity for ever.   The Roman Empire at the beginning of the 4thCentury BCE was 

governed by four co-reigning emperors.   One of those Emperors,Constantine, who came from 

the far Western regions of the Empire, had a vision of an Empire united under one Emperor.   

And he began through force to impose his will on the Empire and he proved himself to be a 
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successful politician and general.  He also knew he needed something more than military force 

to unite the Empire.    He saw in Christianity such a force – a religious force to help him bring 

unity to the Roman world.   Christianity offered one God for all people, and was accepting of all 

people of any race or nationality or language.   Constantine brought an end to the persecution of 

Christianity and in the 4thCentury helped turn Christianity from a persecuted religion of a 

sizeable minority into the official religion of the Roman Empire. 

            He also did one other thing to shape the world and 

Christianity.  He moved the capital city of the Empire from Rome to a location which was much 

more central to the heart of Christianity.   He founded the imperial capital in what eventually 

would be known as Constantinople.   He picked a location that put him at the heart of the Greek 

speaking world.   And from that time on, officially the Roman Empire, the Empire of the 

Caesars, would be Greek in language and in culture.   Not until Charlemagne around 800 

attempted to found a Roman Empire of the West would Christianity as a Greek religion be 

challenged by another Christian Empire.   The Greek Roman world centered in Constantinople 

was homeland to that form of Christianity known as Eastern Orthodoxy.   It is a world outside of 

the developments that occurred in Rome where the Papacy grew in power in the absence of 

imperial influence.  It is a Christianity that remained outside of the major split which would 

occur in Western Christendom – the Reformation and the Counter-Reformation of the Latin 

Church. 

Orthodoxy in the World: The Byzantine Period 

Posted on August 26, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This blog continues this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog in the series is 

The First blog is Orthodoxy in the World & Light to the World.  The previous blog is Orthodoxy 

in the World: The Roman Empire. 

 The Greek Roman Empire with its capital in 

Constantinople is the natural inheritor of  and successor to early Christian history and tradition 
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with its use of Greek language and its being the area in which most Christians in the early 

centuries of Christianity lived.   Modern Western Christians have tended to view this Eastern 

Christianity as somewhat peripheral to Christian history.   Western Christians tend only to know 

the history of Christianity in its Western forms:  Latin Catholicism and the Protestant 

Reformers.   This is especially true in America which itself was Europeanized by Protestants and 

Catholics who had little knowledge of Eastern Christians.  It is Western Christianity which has 

coined the phrase“The Byzantine Empire” to describe the development of Christianity within the 

Roman Empire with its capital in Constantinople.   Usually in Western Christian history books 

the Holy Roman Empire refers to those kingdoms which formed in Western Europe after the 

time of Charlemagne (800AD).   The Byzantine Empire, Byzantium,  was recognized both in 

Eastern Christianity and in Islam as the real Roman Empire. 

            There are many features which characterize Byzantine Christianity.  The Christians of the 

Empire did see themselves as receiving the Faith of the apostles and being responsible for 

passing it on to future generations.   They saw themselves as the natural inheritors of the faith of 

the martyrs – those many faithful who had been executed by the Roman state.   They believed 

themselves to be the people of God, the true Israel, those who had believed God’s promises and 

saw those promises fulfilled in the Messiah Jesus. 

            One of the first things that happened to Christianity in the 

Constantinian world is that Constantine demanded from the Christians unity in faith.   He had 

after all envisioned Christianity as being able to unite his empire in one religion.  But the 

Christians were a diverse group and had numerous divisions in terms of beliefs.  Constantine 

wanted them to have at least some basic agreement in the tenets of faith.  And so Constantine 

summoned what became known as the First Ecumenical Council (325 CE) in the city of Nicea to 

get the Christians to adopt a creedal statement that would enumerate the basic required beliefs 

of the Church which all Christians could accept.   The summoning of a council of bishops (and 

the first council was dominated by bishops who spoke Greek) was to set a pattern for how the 

imperial Church would deal with problematic issues.   Greek bishops tended to believe in the 

equality of all bishops and they accepted notions of hierarchy which saw the bishops as the 

authentic  spiritual leaders of Christianity.   The Councils (ultimately Orthodoxy came to 

recognize Seven Ecumenical Councils as being authoritative over the entire Church, the First 
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held in 325 CE, the last in 787 CE, all of them dominated by Greek speaking bishops) formed in 

the Greek Christian consciousness a sense of conciliarity within the leadership of the Church.   

Councils also came to be viewed as the highest authority within the Church, ruling over the 

bishops themselves, at least once the bishops accepted the Council’s decisions. 

 

Orthodoxy in the World: The Age of the Ecumenical Councils 

Posted on August 27, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This blog continues this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog is The First 

blog is Orthodoxy in the World & Light to the World.  The previous blog is Orthodoxy in the 

World:  The Byzantine Period.            

 

1st Ecumenical Council 

The age of the Ecumenical Councils is a very distinctive time period in Orthodox Christian 

history.   In this time period church governance, liturgy, doctrine were all standardized.   The 

thinking of this time period has often been treated by later generations  of Orthodox as 

normative – the means by which Orthodoxy is to be measured.   The Councils adopted not only 

the officialCreed of the Christians, they also adopted a wide variety of canon law which oversaw 

how the Church came to be structured,  rules for dealing with church disciplinary problems, and 

theology itself.    The age of the Councils was a very theologically active period in the history of 

the Church.   There were numerous serious debates and divisions within Christianity centered 

on the questions of:  Who is Jesus?   How did he save us?   How can the witness of scripture 

support both a notion of monotheism and God having a son?   

These issues were central and crucial to the Christian self understanding.  The debates raged for 

almost 600 years, but the Eastern Christians believed that with each debate and decision they 

were coming ever closer to possessing the mind of Christ.    It was their conviction that right 

belief led to a right way of living and behaving.   Thus being Orthodox (Ortho is Greek for right 

or correct, and dox originally came from dokein, thinking; later dox also meant glory or 

worship)  meant to think or worship in the correct manner or to hold the right opinion on issues 

of theology.   
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St. John Chrysostom 

The age of the Council produced many of Orthodoxy’s most famous theologians, among 

them:   Athanasius, Basil the Great, John Chrysostom,  John of Damascus, Gregory of 

Nyssa, Gregory Nazianzus,  Maximus the Confessor.   It also was an age of famous heretics and 

heresies.   The Christians believed that the right understanding of Jesus was essential for them 

to know how to live their lives.  They saw theology as essential to Christianity and hammered out 

decisions after years of debate. 

            In this same time period, Christianity underwent other changes as well.  The Church 

became the dominant religion of the Empire.  The Byzantine’s self understanding and mythology 

caused them to accept as unquestionable that their beliefs and practices were normative for all 

Christians.    Eventually they came to see their empire as in some way the kingdom of God on 

earth.   They attempted to Christianize the symbols and rituals of the empire.  They saw no 

separation between church and state:   the laws of the empire were blessed by the church, the 

decisions of the church were enforced by the empire.    Officially they termed the relationship 

between church and state as “symphony” -  a symphonic cooperation between the two gifts of 

godly authority.   The two headed eagle was symbolic of this cooperative relationship between 

church and state.   Despite this symphonic vision, the church leaders and emperors were often at 

odds, and Byzantine history is strewn with the wrecks of bishops and emperors who lost the 

battle to keep the balance between church and state. 

Orthodoxy in the World: The Imperial Church 

Posted on August 31, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 6th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox 

Faith.  The First blog is The First blog is Orthodoxy in the World & Light to the World.  
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The Church in the empire organized itself along secular governing lines.  Bishops who originally 

were in every Christian town eventually took over larger territories, and instead of being the 

head of one church community came to be the head of several churches within their territory.   

The bishops themselves in a larger territory met together under the presidency of a Metropolitan 

(the bishop of the largest territorial city).   In turn the Metropolitans came under one of the five 

patriarchates (Rome, Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch and Jerusalem).  This system fit 

nicely into the conciliar thinking that had become accepted by the Christians. 

 

St. Anthony the Great 

            Not all Christians however were comfortable in the imperial Church.   Evan as 

Christianity grew accustomed to being the official state religion of the empire,  numerous 

Christians rebelled against what they saw as a compromised Christianity.   These Christians felt 

that the days of persecution were really the normative period for Christianity, and they tended to 

see the wealthier and cultural Christianity of the empire as in fact a betrayal of true Christian 

evangelical living.  Many of these Christians fled the cities of the empire to form small Christian 

communities in the deserts and wastelands, where they could live the Gospel life in simplicity 

and without imperial domination.   These Christians were the monks and nuns of the Church.  

 And their call to a life of self denial, self sacrifice, asceticism, simplicity and prayer became in its 

own way another form of “normative” Christianity for later generations of Eastern Christians. 

The Spread of Orthodoxy in the World 

Posted on September 1, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 7th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog is The First 

blog is Orthodoxy in the World & Light to the World.  The previous blog is Orthodoxy in the 

World:  The Imperial Church.          

            The Age of the Councils determined for future generations of 

Orthodox that worship was the normative way in which one experienced and understood God.  

The Council period focused the theological debates on correct ways of worshiping.   Thus 
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theology and liturgy became tightly woven together.   So too in this period as doctrine became 

defined also church governance became fixed.  The power of patriarchs and bishops and priests 

was defined, and the shape of diocesan and patriarchal authority made permanent.   Forms of 

the spiritual life – the monastic ideal, and a vision for Christian society, all became established 

and accepted by the Church.  

            Following the age of the Councils, Orthodoxy went through a growth period, as its form of 

Christianity spread.   Byzantium was at the same crossroads of cultures and continents as the 

entire Middle East is.    The Roman Empire centered in Constantinople attracted much attention 

from world powers.  Persians, Arabs, Bulgars, Rus and finally the Turks all came to claim 

imperial power.   The Byzantines had a number of centuries of success against such invaders and 

did export their religion to other regions.   Eventually the Bulgarians and the Rus did embrace 

Orthodox Christianity, and these new nations came to shape their own cultures and kingdoms 

and religion on what they saw in the Byzantine Christian Empire.    

            Simultaneously though as Orthodoxy was spreading to the 

north and northeast, the seeds of destruction for Byzantium were being sown.   Weakened by 

centuries of warfare with external enemies, and internal strife of competing factions, the 

Byzantine Empire was beginning to crumble.   Arab Muslims took over much of the Eastern 

portions of the Empire.   Then in 1204, Christians from the West, in the form of the 4th Crusade, 

captured the city of Constantinople from the Greeks.   This event so seared the minds of the 

Orthodox that most Eastern Christians count this as the official split of Roman Catholicism from 

Orthodoxy.  In 1453, the Ottoman Turks once and for all defeated the Byzantines, capturing 

Constantinople and turning it into a capital city of Islam.   The Christians throughout the 

Empire fell into the period of Turkish captivity.   The Golden age of Greek Christianity had come 

to an end. 

            Orthodoxy to the north, beyond the reach of the Turkish invaders, however thrived.   The 

Russian Empire embraced Orthodoxy and its mythology and saw itself as the new imperial 

defenders of Christianity.   By 1900 the Russian Orthodox Church boasted a membership of 100 

million, the largest national church on earth. 

Orthodoxy in the World: 18th-20th Centuries 

Posted on September 3, 2010 by Fr. Ted 
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 This is the 8th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog is The First 

blog is Orthodoxy in the World & Light to the World.  The previous blog is The Spread of 

Orthodoxy in the World. 

            The Russian Church contributed its own saints, art and liturgy 

to Orthodoxy’s storied history.   But at the beginning of the Twentieth Century, the Orthodox 

world was rocked by a new government – Bolshevism.   The communists came to power intent 

on destroying religion, and they ruthlessly attacked the Orthodox Church.   At the beginning of 

the communist revolution there were said to be nearly 60,000 churches in Russia.   Within 20 

years the communists had closed all but 100 of these.   Thousands of Orthodox Christian laity, 

monks, nuns, priests and bishops were imprisoned, sent into exile or murdered. 

            And though in the Balkans and Greece the Orthodox were able to successfully overthrow 

their Turkish overlords, communism took over in the Balkans subjugating the Church once 

again to a hostile government.  This situation remained until the fall of communism in 1990.  

The Orthodox worldwide are thus just coming back to a notion that they can influence 

 government  and can be a power in shaping society and the world. 

 
St. Herman of Alaska 

Orthodox Christianity originally entered into North America from a different route than either 

Roman Catholic or Protestant Christianity.   The first Orthodox to settle in North America came 

from the Russian Empire across the Bering Sea into Alaska in the 18thCentury.   The Russian 

Orthodox Church understood its mission in Alaska to both bring Christianity to the native 

people of these new lands, but also to help make them citizens of the Russian Empire and thus 

extend to them the rights and protection of such citizens.   Orthodox missionary work in Alaska 

successfully converted a great number of native Americans to Orthodox Christianity.   When the 

United States purchased Alaska from Russia in the 19th Century, Orthodox Christians found 

themselves for the first time being citizens of “the New World.”  
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            The real growth of Orthodox in America however,  occurred in the 20th Century when  

large numbers of Orthodox immigrants from the Middle East, the Balkans, and Eastern Europe 

began arriving in America.   These folk were often fleeing wars, poverty and religious 

persecution.   They had survived living as oppressed minorities in Moslem lands, were escaping 

the poverty and wars of Eastern Europe, and the atheistic communist take over of Russia and 

Eastern Europe. 

            Some came to America seeking financial success, but many came in hope of being left 

alone to live their lives.  They formed ethnic enclaves in America,  finding themselves now 

disliked as the new foreign poor invading America, and even persecuted by groups like the 

KKK.    In Alaska, despite promises from the American government that native Orthodox would 

be allowed to practice their own faith, the U.S. aided Protestant missionary groups in converting 

the native Americans to “more acceptable” forms of Christianity to help Americanize them. 

            The Orthodox in America for much of the 20th Century endeavored to preserve their 

ethnic languages and cultures, and remained attached to and interested in Orthodoxy in their 

homelands back in Europe, the Middle East or Africa.  Thus the role of Orthodoxy in America to 

date has been somewhat muted by their own interest in the old world, and by the fact that 98%  

of Orthodox Christians actually live in that old world. 

 

Orthodoxy in the World: Teachings (A) 

Posted on September 4, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 9th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.   The First blog is The First 

blog is Orthodoxy in the World & Light to the World.   The previous  blog isOrthodoxy in the 

World: 18th-20th Centuries. 

The very heart of Orthodoxy centers on the answer to the 

question, “Who is Jesus of Nazareth?”   Answering that question was the main point of the 

debates that consumed the Church throughout the age of the Councils.  But before answering 

that question, we need to set the background for understanding the question’s import.   First, we 
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will look at the question posed to God in the Psalms,  “What are humans that you are mindful of 

them, mortals that you care for them?” (Ps 8:5, NAB).   Then, we will look at the Orthodox 

understanding of God, before returning to the question about  Jesus Christ. 

 The key to understanding humanity for Eastern Orthodox is found in Genesis 1-3.  In this 

scripture that we learn several key factors about humans: 

1)   Humans are not God, but rather are created by God and were to serve as intermediaries 

between God and the rest of creation.   The Orthodox see a clear hierarchy in the Bible:   God, 

then humans, then the rest of creation.    Angels are seen as occupying a “place” closer to God 

and serve as God’s messengers to humanity.  However, humans still occupy a place of unique 

favor in God’s eyes and plan.  

2)   Humans, male and female, are created in the image and likeness of God.   While the Patristic 

writers of Christianity’s first 8 Centuries debated the exact implication of humans being in God’s 

image, they all accepted this as a key to understanding humanity.    Humans are given free will 

and creativity by God.    Humans are loved by God and are capable of loving others.    Humans 

can think, have a natural relationship to God, and are created as good and to be good.   Humans 

are tripartite beings (body, spirit and soul), not a duality.    Humans are not merely physical and 

spiritual.   Part of being human is a soul, the very place where the Spirit of God interfaces with 

the physical part of humanity.   Thus there is no absolute separation between the spiritual and 

physical or between humanity and divinity.  The natural condition for humans is to be in 

communion with God.   Humans are not created as individuals, but rather are relational beings 

– always in relationship to God, to each other, and to the rest of the created order.  The 

relationship to God is not limited by what humans believe, for God has placed His image in each 

person. 

Orthodoxy in the World: Teachings (B) 

Posted on September 6, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 10th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog isOrthodoxy 

in the World & Light to the World.  This blog continues the section on basic teachings of 

Orthodoxy which began with Orthodoxy in the World:  Teachings (A). 

3)    Humans were created by God to occupy a certain position in 

the created world.  Humans were to be the mediators between God and the rest of creation, and 
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each human is  also understood as microcosm of the universe – in each human is contained the 

relationship of God to all of creation.     But according to the Orthodox understanding of Genesis 

3, humans were not satisfied with being human.   They aspired to be God and to place 

themselves on equal footing with God.   Though humans were created to be in union with God, 

they wanted not union but equality with God, and in their effort to throw off the Lordship of 

God, they not only did not become God but they lost even their unique position as microcosm 

and mediator.   The sin of humanity as reported in Genesis 3 leaves a fallen humanity and 

destroys the relationship between God and humans, humans with each other,  humans with the 

rest of the created order, and even within each human being separates the soul from the body in 

death.   Thus the world we now experience is not as God intended it to be but rather is a fallen 

world, in which all relationships are broken, resulting in death on  many levels – spiritual, 

physical, and relational.   

4)   The sin of humans was one of wanting a relationship with God and 

the world different from the one ordained by God.     It was one of willful disobedience – using 

free will not to love, but to practice self love.   For in Orthodoxy, the opposite of love is not anger 

but is self love.  Love is always other oriented.   Self love is focused on the self.     According to 

the Genesis story, Eve, the mother of all humans looked at the fruit of the tree which they had 

been forbidden by God to eat, and when she “saw that the tree was good for food, pleasing to 

the eyes and desirable for gaining wisdom”, she took and ate it.    She saw the fruit as “good for 

me” but did not ask what impact eating the fruit would have on her relationship to God or to her 

husband.    She was guilty of self love, doing only what seemed good to her and for her.   This is 

the basic sin of humanity – self love, self centeredness, extreme individualism. 

5)  What became introduced into humanity as a result of self will and disobedience to God was 

separation from God which is seen in the death of humanity.   In Orthodoxy it is death which is 

the final enemy of humanity.   It is death, even more than sin, which is the sign of our separation 

from God.    And, it is death, not the guilt of original sin, which has spread to all of humanity 

(Romans 5:12).    What humans inherit from their primal ancestors is mortality not the guilt of 

original sin. 



Orthodoxy in the World: Teachings (C) 

Posted on September 7, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 11th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog 

is  Orthodoxy in the World & Light to the World. This blog continues the section on basic 

teachings of Orthodoxy, the previous blog is Orthodoxy in the World:  Teachings (B). 

 Humans are created in the image and likeness of God.   But what do we 

know about this God?    The Orthodox believe the basic revelation about God is a self revelation -

  it is what God has chosen to reveal to us, and while what can be known about God is revealed in 

creation itself, it is made most clear through the scriptures, but specifically the scriptures as 

revealed in and through Jesus Christ. 

            The most basic claim of the Orthodox is that God is love.   Since, in Orthodoxy love always 

is other oriented, it is natural that God should also be Creator.  God calls into existence others 

whom He can love.  But since God is love, the Orthodox believe this basically means God is not a 

monad.  God does not engage in self-love, but always is love.   How is it possible for God to be 

love if He existed before there was anything else to love?    The answer to this question is found, 

so the Orthodox believe, in what Jesus Christ revealed about God, namely, God is a Trinity of co-

equal divine Persons (thus “God is love” means God is a relational being).   Orthodoxy believes 

the witness of Christ and the scriptures is that God (divinity) exists as Father, Son and Holy 

Spirit.   Officially in theological terms there is one divine nature (monotheism) which exists in 

the three persons of the Trinity.     Each of the persons of the Trinity completely shares in the 

divine nature of love.  Whatever makes the Father God also makes the Son and Sprit to be God.   

The three persons of the Trinity are true personal beings and relate to each other and to 

creation.   

            Each of the persons of the Trinity is unique and not confused with the others.   The Father 

is the source of all things including the divine nature.  The Son is begotten by the Father and the 

Spirit proceeds from the Father.   God the Son has the unique role of becoming incarnate.  He 

became flesh (not just indwelling in it, but actually becoming flesh).    This is the witness of the 

Gospel of John which says “the word became flesh.”    This is exactly what the Christians argued 

and debated in the first several hundred years of the Church’s existence:  Who is Christ?   What 

is the implication of the answer to this question for our understanding of God and humanity? 
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            Jesus Christ is understood in Orthodoxy as being the Word of God.  Thus in Him is found 

the true understanding of scriptures and God’s revelation.    And what God has revealed in 

Christ is that God is Trinity and God is love.  What has also been revealed is that humanity – 

creation itself – is fully capable of union with God.   Whatever role sin played in separating 

humans from God, that separation has been overcome in Jesus Christ.  Whatever role death has 

in separating humans from God or each other, this too has been overcome in Jesus Christ.   In 

whatever way God became unknowable to humans, Jesus Christ has overcome that division both 

revealing God to us and reuniting us to God. 

Orthodoxy in the World: Teachings (D) 

Posted on September 9, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 12th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog is Orthodoxy 

in the World & Light to the World.   This blog continues the section on basic teachings of 

Orthodoxy, the previous blog is Orthodoxy in the World:  Teachings (C). 

 

Christ Enthroned 

In Orthodoxy, Jesus Christ is not merely a model of or teacher of morality.  If the Torah had 

been enough to heal the separation of God and humanity which is so evident throughout the Old 

Testament, then there would have been no need of an incarnate messiah.   If repentance was all 

that was needed to reunite humans to God, then prophets and angels could have called 

humanity to that.   But Orthodoxy believes that what was ailing humanity – separation from God 

resulting from death – needed to be healed.   And it is in the God incarnate, in Jesus Christ, that 

divinity is reunited to humanity and is not separated from humankind even in death.    Because 

of Christ’s incarnation, death and resurrection, no aspect of being human is now separated from 

God.     The Orthodox believe that only if and because Jesus is fully God incarnate and also fully 

human is there an end to the fracturing of the world caused by sin.  Only in Christ is the human 

will once again in union with God’s will, only in Christ is the soul and body permanently united 

despite death, only in Christ are humans reconciled to God, only in Christ are males and females 
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reunited, only in Christ does humanity regain its proper role as microcosm and mediator, only 

in Christ is all of creation restored to God.  For all of these reasons we can understand why in the 

earlier centuries of the Christian movement they felt it so essential to have a correct 

understanding of who Jesus is.   All Christian understanding of the scriptures, of God, of 

humanity, of creation is founded in the question, “Who is Jesus Christ?”, at least according to 

Orthodoxy. 

            For Eastern Orthodox Christians the Good News of the Gospel is that God so loves the 

world that He chooses to become flesh in the person of Jesus Christ.  God unites himself to all 

that is human, undergoing even death itself, in order to reunite all of humanity with divinity.     

Despite the willful rebellion of humans who wanted to overthrow the lordship of God, God 

enters into the human condition and suffers death in order to save humanity from the 

consequences of their own sin.   Just as God saved the Israelites from slavery in Egypt, so now 

God has saved all of humanity from slavery to sin and death.  God has brought us not just from 

Egypt to the Promised Land, but from death to life and from earth to heaven.   Christ in 

Orthodoxy is the victor, not the victim.  Christ is the liberator who saves us from death, giving us 

eternal life through uniting us to divinity.   He has offered this salvation to every human who has 

or will exist. 

            And Orthodoxy fully recognizes human free will and the necessity for humans to 

cooperate with God for their own salvation.   Humans must want this union with God.   Mary, 

the mother of Jesus is called the Theotokos, the one who bears God in her womb.   She is the 

ultimate sign of human cooperation with the will of God – a supreme act of love which results in 

human and divine union. 

Orthodoxy in the World: Key Practices (A) 

Posted on September 9, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 13th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog is Orthodoxy 

in the World & Light to the World.   The previous blog is Orthodoxy in the World:  Teachings 

(D). 

Orthodoxy like any religious tradition is primarily a way of seeing the world.   The Orthodox 

Church would claim that it has “the mind of Christ,” meaning it shares the viewpoint of the 

world held by the incarnate Son of God, the God of love.   To fully enter into the Orthodox 

tradition is to come to see the world as God sees it. 
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 The first basic assumption of this view of the world is that the created order and humanity itself 

are naturally good.  Humans are given by God a free will and can and do make  choices both 

good and evil.    Humans were not created by God as automatons programmed to do God’s 

bidding.   Rather, God endowed humans with free choice so that humans could choose to love – 

God, their fellow human beings, and creation itself.    Love is the ultimate good and virtue in 

Orthodox thinking.   Love is “normative” for human choice, but humans are free to choose the 

opposite of love, namely self-love.    The history of humanity is one in which humans obsessed 

with their own (self-)good, have chosen self-love to their own destruction.   For we humans are 

primarily relational beings (in relationship to God, fellow humans and the created order), and 

when we chose self-good at the expense of love, we contribute to the continued downfall of 

humanity.   Self love is what becomes the seed bed for evil itself. 

            Traditionally Orthodoxy saw the human struggle in the world, and the “light” offered to 

the world through Jesus Christ, as being a struggle against self-love in order to restore proper 

relationships between God, humanity and rest of creation.    The Torah was given to the Jews to 

help them learn right relationships.   But the Torah was not able to convert the inner heart of 

humans, for it remained an external law attempting to impose upon a rebellious humanity the 

right way of life.    Christ came into the world as love incarnate, to heal and transform humanity 

from within, since the Law could do little more than reveal how self-centered, rebellious and 

sinful humanity really is.  As humans we cannot perfect ourselves, but we can humble ourselves 

and we can repent asking God for mercy and His Spirit to guide us. 

The Orthodox way of following Christ is an effort to call humans to self denial in order to return 

them to beings focused on the love of others.    As such, the monastic way of life emerged the 

exemplary way to follow Christ through self denial.   Fasting, abstinence, simplicity, purity, self 

sacrifice and obedience were seen as the common tools for all Orthodox to help overcome our 

own self centeredness.   Marriage was idealistically viewed  as a martyrdom of self denial in 

order to live a life of love.  And celibacy was held in even higher regard as the best way to deny 

the powerful desires of the self. 

Orthodoxy in the World: Key Practices (B) 

Posted on September 10, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 13th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog is Orthodoxy 

in the World & Light to the World.   The previous blog is Orthodoxy in the World:  Key Practices 

(A). 
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The Orthodox tended to focus on love as the highest good, and saw 

Christ’s teachings as primarily a reaction against the world’s desire for human justice.  The 

questions presented to Christ,  “Who is my neighbor?” or “how many times do I have to forgive 

my brother?” or about tithing, are viewed as questions of justice which try to quantify love and 

thus limit it.   But the Gospel love of Christ is not limited by a human sense of justice -  love even 

your enemies, give expecting nothing in return, sell all you have and give it away, forgive without 

constraint if you want to be forgiven, give to those who cannot repay and to the least of Christ’s 

brothers and sisters not to those most important or influential or who will offer handsome 

rewards.   The emphasis is not on sacrifice in order to suffer like Christ suffered, but rather to 

sacrifice in order to love others like Christ love us. 

            The Orthodox tended to view Eve and Adam’s sin as one of selfish rebellion against God.  

The antidote to this rebellion being to find a way to submit your own selfish will to the loving 

will of God.   Fasting was seen as the corrective for Eve’s own taking of the forbidden fruit in the 

garden when there was only one rule from God.   Learning to distrust one’s own desires and 

emotions because they are selfish was to be accomplished by forcing oneself for the sake of love 

to consider the good of the other first.  This was often advocated through some form of 

obedience to others -  one’s parents, one’s spouse, one’s priest or bishop or spiritual father or 

confessor. 

            The way to see the world as it was originally intended by God to 

be –  life-giving and a way to further inter-communion and loving relationships – was offered to 

the faithful in and through the liturgical and sacramental life.   In worship, at least according to 

the Orthodox, people best experience the loving life between the Three Persons of the Holy 
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Trinity.  In worship, humans learn again of their unique role between God and the rest of the 

created order.  For in worship the humans acknowledge that they are in fact not God, and they 

experience an equality of all humans as they stand in relationship to the Holy Trinity.   In 

worship, the created and physical world also is restored to its proper life-giving role.   Water 

becomes life-giving, taking away sin, washing one’s eyes so that they can see again, and 

cleansing one’s soul so that one can again experience the divine life.    Bread and wine become 

the body and blood of Christ – a food that is not dead or dying like the meat and cooked 

vegetables we eat – but now capable of putting us in communion with God and giving us eternal 

life.   In worship we overcome our self-centered thinking by listening to the word of God in 

community, realizing that we as people need a common understanding of God’s will in order for 

us to truly love one another. 

 

Orthodoxy in the World: Key Practices (C) 

Posted on September 11, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 14th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog 

is Orthodoxy in the World & Light to the World.   The previous blog is Orthodoxy in the World:  

Key Practices (B). 

In worship we also encounter beauty, which as Orthodox 

Christian Fyodor Dostoyevsky wrote, will save the world.   Beauty saves the world because it 

overcomes humanity’s tendency to rely on its own rationality and reason.  Beauty speaks to 

humanity of  a different logic which exists in the universe which is quite beyond human 

understanding.   Everything in creation is not just practical and utilitarian.    Beauty speaks of 

mystery, and the person who experiences beauty is the person capable of also realizing this non-

human, non-rational view of the universe.   Beauty and mystery speak to us of God. 

            To help overcome the human reliance on their own intelligence and rationality (in effect 

to acknowledge the existence of reason and being greater than humanity), scripture (God’s 

Word) and tradition are given to humanity.  Those who accept these guiding forces in the world 

constitute the Church.     Tradition thus becomes an important means for humans to escape the 

trap and limits of their own time and place by offering a “timeless” wisdom and understanding 

which has come down to us through time but which are not limited by the contemporary or the 

“now.”  
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            For contemporary people whose lives are governed by the newest and latest discovery or 

idea, and who live by a creed of pragmatism and individualism (in other words, whose lives are 

totally governed by Enlightenment ideals), it might be hard to understand why anyone would be 

concerned about any kind of tradition.    One can gain some glimpse of how powerful tradition 

can be in people’s lives (for good or ill) by watching  the movie, THE FIDDLER ON THE ROOF, 

or the Israeli movie, USHPIZIN.  For indeed in Orthodoxy there is a tendency to want to allow 

tradition to guide all things in the life of the Church.   Tradition can serve as a liberating release 

from the imprisonment to self and one’s own logic which can be created by extreme 

individualism and enslaving oneself to contemporary culture. 

            In the modern world, the Orthodox  struggle greatly with the 

ideals of the Enlightenment and its focus on the individual human.   Orthodoxy certainly 

suspects the over emphasis on individualism in modern Western life leads to further human 

separation, isolation and alienation, all aspects of the fallen world, and all in opposition to the 

ideal of love.     Extreme individualism is seen as being related to the death of the human who is 

by nature a relational being.     Dostoyevsky’s story “The Onion” is an example of an extremely 

self-centered woman who not wanting others to be saved chooses to stay in hell rather than 

allow her salvation to also be the salvation of others.  For Orthodoxy, individualism is often seen 

as the very cause of Eve and Adam’s sin.   Individualism, when combined with the human’s 

reliance on their own rationality, is seen as the cause of so much of the world’s suffering.   The 

Orthodox worldview assumes there is a good and right, and also an evil and wrong way of doing 

things.   Love is what makes the good.  We are created to be relational beings, not isolated 

individuals. 

In the same way that the sin of Adam and Eve affected all of humanity, so too the salvation in 

Christ is done for all the world.  There is no salvation which is purely individualistic; we are 

saved in communion with Christ and as part of the world which God so loves and transfigures in 

Christ.  Salvation does not consist in escaping this world and other people, but in being part of 

the world which is transfigured by Christ. 



Orthodoxy in the World: Liturgical Worship 

Posted on September 13, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 15th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog isOrthodoxy 

in the World & Light to the World.   The previous blog is Orthodoxy in the World:  Key Practices 

(C). 

Orthodoxy tends to view the Christian life not as some 

juridical way to salvation through obedience to law, but rather a way of love through self-denial, 

in order to re-establish the relationships in the world which were destroyed by human sin.   In 

Eastern Christian piety Christ is more the victor over death, than the victim of justice. 

            The liturgical worship of the church is  essential to all Orthodox Christians, for in this 

worship we experience community (humanity in relationship to others), the natural life-giving 

goodness of the created physical world, and the divine love of the Persons of theHoly Trinity.   

 In this worship we experience ourselves as relational beings, the very way in which we were 

created by God.   We come face to face with how evil in the world is real –  sin causing 

separation which is death (physical and spiritual).   In worship we also experience the  victory of 

Christ over all forms of separation and death.  In worship we realize our soul is not in opposition 

to our body, but rather for humans we experience the spiritual life through the physical body.    

We experience the life-giving sacraments which unite us to God.  We see the Icons, that 

particularly Orthodox art form in which lines and colors are used to reveal the truth of the 

incarnation of God and the deification of humanity.   In Orthodoxy salvation is union with 

God, Theosis.      Union with God  occurs not in some future heaven, nor merely in the human 

mind, but rather is  both  restoration of the wholeness of the human being (body, soul and spirit) 

and the transfiguration of this life and the created human.   Salvation itself is not some juridical 

overcoming of broken laws so that justice is restored, but is rather the transformation of the 

separated and broken human being into a relational being in love with God and neighbor. 

 

Orthodoxy in Relationship to the World 

Posted on September 15, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 16th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog isOrthodoxy 

in the World & Light to the World. The previous blog is Orthodoxy in the World:  Liturgical 

Worship. 
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Christianity has never existed as the only religion around.  The very 

birth of the Christian religion put it in relationship both to the Judaism of Palestine and to the 

Greco-Roman paganism of the Roman Empire.   Christianity’s early experience was that of an 

unwanted religion which suffered rejection, hostility and persecution.   Christianity labored 

without the protection of any army or king to advance its cause for the first three hundred plus 

years of its existence. 

            All of that changed in the 4th Century CE when the Roman Emperor Constantine granted 

toleration to the Christian religion and then championed Christianity as a means to unifying his 

empire.   The experience of being an oppressed minority did not however lead the Christians to 

being empathetic with or sympathetic to other religious minorities once the Christians came to 

power in the 4th Century CE.   Christianity and Orthodox Christianity have had a hostile 

relationship to Judaism throughout the Christian period.    By modern Western standards, 

Orthodox liturgical texts, which are quite ancient, are also sometimes anti-Semitic as well as 

expressing condemnation of heretics and Judas.   In some ways this is strange since Judaism 

never posed any threat to established Christianity in the Roman Empire or in the modern 

world.   In another sense, Orthodox hymns took on a very “nationalistic” tone, mirroring the 

values of the empires in which Orthodoxy ruled. 

            Christianity did aggressively work to convert pagans and Greek philosophers to the 

Faith.   Some of the best early Christian writings are efforts to offer an apology for Christianity to 

intellectual pagans and philosophers.   This led to and was aided by the Christian embrace of the 

Greek language and often of Hellenistic concepts and terminology.   Christianity came to see 

itself as theologically superior to all other forms of religion and philosophy.   The Byzantine 

Orthodox Empire was a hotbed of religious controversy and debate leading the Orthodox world 

to produce a sophisticated theology, and to be in constant dialogue with the ideas, religions and 

nations of the world. 

 Beginning in the 7th Century CE, with the rise of Islam, the Orthodox 

Byzantine Empire found itself facing a new religious and political challenge.  Orthodoxy closely 

aligning itself with the Byzantine Empire faced in Islam a religious giant which also had its own 

army and its own political designs on the world.    At first the Orthodox assumed Islam was a 
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revival of one of the old Christian heresies which did not recognize the divinity of Christ.   But as 

time wore on and the Islamic armies seemed unstoppable in their successes against the 

Byzantines, the Orthodox developed a more realistic assessment of this new religion.  However, 

they also suffered in their ability to deal with Islam, because their own mythology made them 

assume they were the God chosen and God protected empire.   They struggled mightily with a 

way to understand the success of Islam, and concluded that it was their own sinfulness which 

had brought the Islamic scourge to their doorsteps.   This thinking often resulted in the 

Orthodox attempting to become ever more faithful to their own tradition, which was an 

increased spiral of conservatism and traditionalism (looking to the past for answers) which has 

been a hallmark of Orthodoxy to this day.    Once the Orthodox found themselves under Islamic 

domination, they became increasingly ossified in their thinking and ways of doing things in an 

effort to preserve their customs and traditions in a now totally hostile world.  This in turn led to 

increased nationalism among the Orthodox peoples, who had always enjoyed a certain degree of 

localness in their practice and customs.   But the nationalism caused even further divide 

between the Orthodox and non-Orthodox and among the different ethnic Orthodox churches.    

Unlike Roman Catholicism, Orthodoxy did not have a church structure with one head of the 

entire church.   The various patriarchates of ancient Byzantium led to the various nationalistic 

churches of the modern Orthodox world. 

 

Orthodoxy in Relationship to Christianity Worldwide 

Posted on September 17, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 17th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog isOrthodoxy 

in the World & Light to the World. The previous blog is Orthodoxy in Relationship to the World. 

  Within the Christian household, Orthodox also experienced serious divisions.   The efforts to 

produce a unified Christianity beginning in the 4th Century CE did produce a remarkable amount 

of agreement among a very diverse Christian movement.   However the heavy handed practices 

of the Byzantine Greek empire  ultimately led to many of the non-Greek Christians splitting 

away from the Imperial Church.   With the rise of Islam in the 7thCentury CE, these non-Greek 

Christians hoped they could maintain their regional and ethnic differences under Islamic 

domination which also meant shaking off Greek Imperial Christianity.    The formation of 

the ”Oriental” Orthodox Churches such as the Coptic church, the Nestorian and Jacobite 

Orthodox churches can partly be explained by the intermixture of theology and ethnic political 

rivalries. 
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 The biggest split in Christendom as far as Orthodoxy is concerned however 

occurred between the Greek Christians of the Eastern Roman Empire and the Latin 

Christians in Western Europe, which under the Greeks eventually was for all practical purposes 

beyond the control of the Empire.     Latins and Greek maintained their unity in the face of 

monophysitism and Nestorianism.   However, the linguistic, cultural and geographic separation 

of the Eastern and Western Christians led to an increasingly separated Catholic Christianity.   

The differences in custom and practice led to serious debates between Greek and Latin 

Christians.    With the movement of the capital of the Roman Empire to Constantinople, the 

Greek Christians became increasingly less concerned about the problems of their Latin co-

religionists.    Eventually with four of the ancient patriarchates being Greek speaking, and only 

Rome being Latin speaking, and with the rise of  Charlemagne (800 CE) and the development of 

Western Christian kings who challenged the sole claims to Christian imperialism of the Greeks, 

Rome turned to these new Kings for help in defending Western Christendom.    With theological 

and liturgical differences, the support of Western Emperor claimants, Rome as the unrivaled 

patriarchate of the West claimed supremacy over the Greek bishops.   This eventually led to 

further fights about theology and ecclesiology, and a permanent division in Christendom 

between the Greek East and Latin West.     The Western Crusades of the 11-13th Centuries 

brought a Latin Christian army into military conflict with Greek civilians and the Byzantine 

army.   Ultimately the sacking of Constantinople by the army of the 4th Crusade in 1204 was 

seen by most Greek Orthodox as the permanent divide between Greek and Latin Christians.  

This conflict in Christendom now escalated to open warfare led Christians both East and West to 

see the others as enemy to their faith.   This division in Christendom continued through the 

centuries and remained hostile and militaristic especially between the Russian Orthodox and 

Polish Catholics, and throughout the Balkans where Serbian Orthodox battled Croatian 

Catholics.   
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In the modern world, the Orthodox deprived of the defense of their kings and 

emperors have often felt neglected and abused by Christians of the West especially as they 

suffered under first Islamic rule and then later under atheistic communism. 

            Modern dialogue between Roman Catholic and Greek Orthodox Church leaders has led to 

a reduction of animosity, at least on paper, as the two sides agreed to withdraw mutual 

excommunications.   But little has been accomplished, especially among the Orthodox in terms 

of church union because the Orthodox continue to suspect Roman Catholicism does not seek 

unity with the Orthodox but rather domination over the Orthodox. 

Orthodoxy in Dialogue with America 

Posted on September 20, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the 18th blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog isOrthodoxy 

in the World & Light to the World. The previous blog is Orthodoxy in Relationship to 

Christianity Worldwide. 

 

Annunciation Greek Orthodox Church, Dayton, OH 

Orthodoxy entered into America as a true minority religion in an already Christian country.   

Technologically the Orthodox came from inferior cultures as they came to North America.   

Politically they often arrived  as almost powerless with their fellow Orthodox living in countries 

dominated by Islam or atheistic communism.    Their initial reaction was often to try to preserve 

their customs and practices in their small ethnic enclaves to protect themselves from the 

American culture, which they often experienced as hostile to them. 
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            During the height of the cold war, many Orthodox coming from communist dominated 

countries often felt themselves under suspicion of being spies and un-American, despite their 

frequently ferociously anti-communist stance.    The issues which occupied the Orthodox were 

often not the contemporary issues of modern America.    Feminism and the ordination of women 

which have been prominent in religious debates in America have played a very minor role in 

Orthodox discussions.  Part of this is the result of the fact that American Orthodoxy tends to 

take its cues on issues from the “old world” and there feminism is still a minor issue.   Orthodox 

 being very conservative and traditionalist in custom often brought to their meetings and 

discussions the structures and thinking that dominate in the old world -  not only were the 

questions “foreign” to Orthodox thinking, but they were calling upon Orthodoxy to make 

changes it was in no way prepared to make as it struggled (by trying to preserve its past, its 

tradition) to adapt to and to survive in the new world. 

 

Protection of the Theotokos, Dayton 

Orthodoxy in relationship to the American scene has struggled with: 

-         America’s extreme individualism (as versus the Orthodox understanding of a human as a 

being always in relationship to others) – including notions that morality is basically 

determined by each individual not by society; 

-         America’s unconstrained consumerism (as versus a spirituality which emphasizes self 

denial as the way to love) – including the sense that a constitutionally guaranteed pursuit of 

happiness means you should consume as much as you want and can afford;   

-         America’s love of things new (versus Orthodoxy’s constantly looking to tradition and the 

past to understand all things new) – including new ideas about God, morality, and truth; 

-         America’s distrust of authority (versus a church which emphasizes hierarchy and 

tradition) – including a distrust of ancient or traditional ways of doing things; 
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-         America’s “meritocracy” (versus the Orthodox reliance on entitlement for those in 

positions of authority) – especially in relationship to bishops who traditionally commanded 

respect, not because of accomplishments but because of the office they held;   

-         America’s clear separation of church and state (as versus the Orthodox sense that there 

should exist cooperation, a symphony, between government and religion which are two 

branches of authority both given by God); and 

-         America’s love of democracy and deciding most things by majority rule (as versus the 

historical Orthodox alignment with empires and kings in which there was not voting, but 

obedience to decisions handed down from on high) – including a modern tendency in 

American churches to vote on everything  from morality, to liturgy, to theology and thus to 

truth. 

Orthodoxy in the World: The Present Future 

Posted on September 21, 2010 by Fr. Ted 

This is the final blog in this introductory series to the Orthodox Faith.  The First blog 

isOrthodoxy in the World & Light to the World. The previous blog is Orthodoxy in Dialogue with 

America. 

In general Orthodox throughout the world have viewed the West’s 

embrace of Enlightenment Ideals  with suspicion.   Orthodoxy does not believe that the rights of 

the individual should always trump the rights of a nation, society, family or religion.    Because 

Orthodoxy views the human as a being always in relationship to others, Orthodoxy would want 

to see individual rights discussions balanced with an emphasis on the right and need to love 

others which means taking into account the value of society itself.  When it comes to 

fundamental human rights, Orthodoxy would want to say the most fundamental human right is 

to be able to love and to be loved (which includes forgiving, asking for forgiveness, repenting, 

granting mercy, stopping all cycles of revenge). 
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            As a minority religion in America, and one that has suffered some prejudice and rejection, 

the Orthodox tried to protect their people by encouraging in the case of inter-marriages that the 

non-Orthodox person join the Orthodox Church.   Orthodoxy’s own sacramental thinking 

discourages its clergy and members from any form of interfaith sharing of sacraments and in 

some case participating in other forms of worship.   In America, because the Orthodox were 

often perceived as ethnic and therefore different, the refusal of Orthodox to actively participate 

in ecumenical events often has gone unnoticed.  Orthodoxy believes that Christianity itself was 

meant to be one church, and has seen the divisions in Christianity and the diversification of 

Christian liturgies and theology as a negative evil further rupturing human unity. 

            Because Orthodoxy does not have a single worldwide leader, but rather is organized along 

the lines of national churches, it often does not speak with one voice on many social issues.  

However, and perhaps somewhat surprisingly, there is a fair amount of agreement among the 

Orthodox on many contemporary issues, and almost totally agreement on theological issues.   To 

date the various Orthodox groups in America do not have a unified church leadership, but rather 

are organized along ethnic lines.  The Orthodox therefore do not have one person or source to 

which to turn when seeking an Orthodox viewpoint on current issues.    Orthodox Christian 

leadership has generally taken a “conservative” stance on social issues:  pro-life being opposed 

to both the death penalty and abortion; opposed to genetic engineering, human cloning and 

stem cell research; opposed to same sex unions; and supporting family issues and the 

importance of motherhood in society.   Orthodox Church leaders when addressing the issue have 

also tended to be in favor of many forms of ecology and question the rapacious effect of 

consumerism on the environment. 

The role of leadership in the church has been hotly debated 

throughout Orthodox America.   Some Orthodox newly arriving in America find allowing women 

leadership roles or voting roles in the church to be totally new and questionable.    Even the 

notion of voting (democracy) in deciding church policies (doctrine has not been debated much 

anywhere in the modern Orthodox world)  has met serious objections, especially from the 

hierarchy.    The role of the laity (whether male or female) has been disputed as the church 

becomes increasingly Americanized.   Bishops and priests sometimes express a fear of losing 

control of parishes as a result of democratization which they feel has no place in the church and 

which they sometimes interpret as anti-clerical.  On the other hand, as more of the membership 

is Americanized and educated, the laity demand more openness, transparency and 
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accountability from their clergy and hierarchs.     Because the country is pluralistic religiously, 

Orthodox leadership has found it difficult to maintain absolute “denominational” loyalty.   This 

has caused some church leaders in America to encourage further withdrawal from non-

Orthodox gatherings.   Conservative and fundamentalist thinkers are sometimes attracted to 

Orthodoxy,  pulling the church into that direction as they bring with them their disdain for the 

“liberalism” of their former denominations.    Many of these converts see the unique dress of 

Orthodox clergy as signs of the different and thus right ways of the Church.    This has caused 

numerous other Orthodox to wonder whether Orthodoxy is in fact bringing the faith to America 

or whether these new converts are in fact reshaping the Church to more closely resemble what 

they imagine Orthodoxy to mean.  

The challenges for Orthodoxy in America are many – cultural conflicts, as well as trying to 

discern the difference between Tradition and custom.  There is also the difficult issue of how to 

bring about Orthodox unity in America when its parishes are organized along ethnic lines or 

have loyalties to old world politics and patriarchs.  The issue is how does Orthodoxy incarnate 

the Church in America – what will it look like?  How can it be faithful to its past and tradition 

and yet able to witness to the Gospel in the 21st Century? 

 


